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Summary: Since the irruption of Napster in 1999, Peer-to-Peer computer networks for
file exchange have been at the heart of a heated debate that has eventually evolved
into a wide social controversy across the world, involving legal, economical, and even
political issues. This essay analyzes the effects of this controversy on the technical in-
novations that have shaped the evolution of those systems. It argues that the usual im-
age of a single two-sided conflict does not account for most of the technical changes
involved. P2P entrepreneurs and creators show a wide range of motivations and busi-
ness strategies —if any — and users are not a monolithic group with a common set of
goals and values. As a result, the actual historical evolution of those networks does not
follow a simple linear path but a more complex and multidirectional development.
Key words: P2P networks, file exchange, social shaping of technology, copyright con-
troversy
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Introduction1
Ever since the irruption of Napster in 1999, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) computer networks for file
exchange2 have been at the heart of a heated debate that has eventually evolved into a wide
social controversy in many countries. At stake was —and still is— the model that our soci-
eties choose for creation, ownership, modification and distribution of creative material sub-
ject to intellectual property rights, such as music, videos or software in general. In the mid-
dle of this battle, which came to be known by the media as “copyright wars”, even well
established civil rights such as privacy of information and communication are being put
into question in the name of the fight against piracy. Copyright holders plead for the right
—or even the obligation for Internet Service Providers (ISPs)— of analyzing Internet traffic
in order to spot illegal downloads, and ISPs —notably Comcast in the US— have tried to
slow down the P2P traffic to avoid saturation of their networks and paying excessive transit
fees, resulting in another public controversy known as “net neutrality”.
Important as these issues are, the underlying debate is also a technological one. P2P net-
works are typically created on top of the Internet, which was originally a non-centralized
and evenly distributed computer network. However, with the advent of the web, the priva-
tization and the increased commercialization of Internet services3, the net has evolved to-
wards an asymmetric structure where a few servers provide content and a multitude of
clients retrieve it. P2P networks constitute an attempt to re-empower the individual com-
puters and hence their users, changing the Internet structure, the traffic patterns, and the
balance of power.
Both ISPs and copyright owners have tried to hinder the advancement of these networks
with some degree of success. Nevertheless, the P2P community has managed to modify or
deploy these technologies in new and changing conditions in order to avoid the legal pros-
ecution of its users. Along the way, P2P users have also proved not to be a monolithic group
with clear and shared community oriented goals. Thus, the appearance of downloaders4,
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1. We would like to thank our colleagues Raquel Xalabarder and Joan Arnedo, and two anonymous reviewers, for their useful
comments, critiques and suggestions.
2. The term P2P is used in the field of computer networks to denote a certain architecture and way of interconnecting com-
puters regardless of the applications that run on them. In the present study we will focus exclusively on the networks conceived
for the purpose of exchanging files. As in Schoder et al. (2005), we consider P2P networks as entities comprising three layers:
communication protocols and techniques, client applications running in computers, and the communities of users themselves.
3. For a detailed historical account of the origins of the Internet see Abbate (1999). For a specific discussion on the privatiza-
tion process see also Abbate (2010). The commercialization of the Internet may also be framed within the broader issue of the
commercialization of scientific research —a hot topic considering present neoliberal approaches to science policy— for an in-
troduction see Mirowski and Sent (2008).
4. Although in P2P jargon users who do not share are often called leechers, we have opted for the term downloaders because
we believe it captures the interpretation that this group makes of P2P networks, i.e., networks for “downloading files” rather than
for “sharing files”.
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who did not share files of their own, and entrepreneurs that tried to control these networks
for their own profit, forced additional changes in the technology that were not an intrinsic
necessity. All together, the picture is one of a public controversy among different social
groups and actors, and also of an evolving technology, where both the social and the tech-
nological aspects seem to be intertwined with one another.
The main goal of this work is to analyze the controversy around P2P networks for file ex-
change by explaining why this technology evolved in different forms of distinctive network
architectures and use cases as a result of the very dynamics of the controversy. This is indeed
a clear case of technology —including technical details— being shaped by a social con-
struction process where different social groups compete to embed their values and visions
in the very artifact design (Pinch and Bijker, 1987). Although P2P networks have been stud-
ied from other points of view (mainly from the legal one) that take the technological artifact
for granted, we will focus here in their technical shaping and evolution. To our best knowl-
edge, such an approach combining both technological and sociological elements has never
been done within this controversy, with the exception of limited studies that referred to only
one instance of these networks (Spitz and Hunter, 2003).
The predecessor of P2P: IRC networks
Shawn Fanning is well-known for developingNapster, the first P2P network for file exchange,
launched in early 1999. When asked in an interview what his motivation was, he replied: “It
was rooted out of frustration not only with MP3.com, Lycos, and Scour.net, but also to create
a music community. There really was nothing like it at the time” (Varanini, 2000). The word
“frustration” is recurrent, and comes in other accounts of the same story (Greenfeld et al.,
2000). It points to the fact that there were a growing number of users looking for places from
where they could download for free music files in mp3 format after the music industry, per-
sonified in the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA), had started suing music
downloading sites forcing them to remove copyright infringing mp3 files.
A second element worth noting in Fanning’s answer is the word “community”. Ante
(2000b) describes Fanning as an assiduous IRC (Internet Relay Chat) user during years, and
therefore hemust have been well acquainted with online communities and the file exchange
that was already taking place in those networks. It can be argued that IRC networks gave
him the inspiration for creating Napster.
At the end of 1998 Fanning notices a problem —people cannot get the mp3s they
want— and a technology —IRC— which can bring together people from anywhere in the
world and enable them to exchange files, albeit in a rudimentary way. His contribution was
to understand this environment, and to propose a better technological solution that he
thought would solve this social need. As we will see, his solution would create new prob-
lems for some of the actors involved, and this would spark a controversy that would ulti-
mately determine how the technology evolved.
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IRC was a popular protocol for text communication over the Internet created in 1998 by
Jarkko Oikarinen, from the University of Oulu, Finland, who liked tinkering with commu-
nication software in his free time5. The IRC application he created consisted of two parts: a
server —called IRCd or IRC daemon— which was a piece of software he set to run in his
Department server, and a client, which needed to run in each of the computers of the users
that wanted to chat.
Oikarinen, as many other Internet pioneers, could be considered as a hacker in the sense
defined by Eric Raymond and later used by Pekka Himanen in order to describe his Hack-
er Ethic (Himanen 2001). In line with this hacker spirit, and as soon as he noticed that his
application became popular among his colleagues, Oikarinen provided his IRC to other
computer enthusiasts in Finnish universities, who helped him improve it and contributed
to making it popular in Finland and beyond. Thus, from its very beginning IRCwas an open
application, and it became a standard de facto when other hackers started to develop new
client applications to connect to IRCD using other operating systems than Unix.
A distinctive feature of IRC when compared with other text messaging protocols is its
“relay” characteristic, a direct inheritance of BBSs and USENET, two of Oikarinen’s sources
of inspiration. Relaying allowed for the interconnection of servers running in different ma-
chines and for the creation of networks of thousands or even millions of users that could
chat with one another in real time. Furthermore, a very interesting protocol strongly relat-
ed to IRC, and arguably another key inspiration for Shawn Fanning, was the Direct Client
Connection (DCC), which allowed direct connection between clients -or peers- without go-
ing through a server.
From a functional point of view, two users wanting to establish a DCC connection with
one another first need to connect to two servers within the same IRC network, then contact
each other in a public chat room or channel, and finally open a DCC connection using their
IRC client applications. Once this connection is open, they are free to chat directly as well
as to exchange files.
DCCwas first implemented by the Australian Roy Trollo as part of IRCII6 (Rollo), a UNIX
client he maintained for some time during the first half of the 1990s, and later integrated in
other IRC clients. Some time later, based on DCC, the Windows client mIRC introduced a
new functionality called /fserve that provided a relatively simple way to set up a file server,
and together with it came many scripts for creating file bots that automated the file sharing
process. Still, file sharing under IRC required some advanced computing skills, so it could
not become the kind of mainstream phenomenon that Napster became. Nevertheless, it pre-
pared the road for Internet users that grew used to sharing files through exchange networks
that socially could be considered P2P, even if the underlying computer networks were not.
5. http://www.irc.org/history_docs/jarkko.html (last checked 3/10/10)
6. A description of the DCC protocol can be found at http://www.irchelp.org/irchelp/rfc/dccspec.html (last checked 3/10/10).
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Napster
Shawn Fanning created Napster while he was a first year university student. He was in-
spired when he saw his fellow students struggle with IRC and websites to download music
while looking for mp3 files, and he came up with the idea of linking computers directly
without going through a centralized file server. It was the year 1999, and the dot-com bub-
ble was very much growing, so in a typical reaction in those times he quit studying and
started programming compulsively in order to be the first to hit the market with his appli-
cation (Greenfeld et al., 2000).
Napster shared many of the characteristics of IRC. To start with, the application came in
two parts: client software that the users had to download, and a server7 which was con-
trolled by Fanning’s company, the Napster Corporation. Then, in order to use the service,
users had to register a nickname which became their persistent Napster identity, valid for
the IRC-like chat rooms available through the program and also visible when downloading
and uploading files.
Upon logging in, the Napster client uploaded to the server the list of mp3 files that the
user was willing to share. This allowed the Napster server to keep an up-to-date list of all
the files being offered for sharing. When users wanted to download a file, they had to sub-
mit a query to the server, and received in return a list of the 100 best matching files, sorted
according to an estimation of the closest distance for downloading. In the end it was the
user who decided from where to download the file and opened a DCC-like direct connec-
tion with the peer sharing the file.
The original program, written entirely by Fanning and released in June 1999 was an im-
mediate hit: it reached 10 million users in its first 9 months of activity, and 80 million in the
9 months that followed (Lessig, 2004). However, the program was also highly controversial,
and its legality was very quickly put into question by the music industry. The fact that Nap-
ster did not store the mp3s and that it was the users who performed the actual file sharing
made Fanning and his partners believe that they were not guilty of any copyright infringe-
ment. Nonetheless, the industry felt directly attacked, and in December 1999 the RIAA filed
a complaint against Napster Corporation, opening a legal battle that lasted more than a year
and a half, when Napster was finally forced to shut down their service. Although the legal de-
tails of this case fall beyond the scope of this paper, it is interesting to note that the Napster
trial exposed some of the conflicting meanings about what P2P networks were. Whereas
Napster Corporation tried to present themselves as an ISP and therefore operating under the
shelter of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), the court ruled in favor of the mu-
sic industry, considering it to be a listing service that offered a search engine, directory, index,
and links to music files. Furthermore, even if Napster’s lawyers managed to demonstrate that
7. In practice Napster, had at least 160 servers interconnected with each other (Saroiu et al., 2002) in order to support the heavy
traffic generated in its peak moments. Here we consider them as only one centralized server, although this is not strictly true.
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there were a number of legal uses of the P2P network, the fact that millions of users engaged
in unauthorized exchange of copyrighted material prevailed (Spitz and Hunter, 2003) and
reinforced the discourse of the music industry that equated P2P with piracy.
Gnutella
Whereas some hackers tried to copy and reverse engineer Napster8, others like Justin Frankel
decided to take the P2P idea further and improve the system. Frankel had become famous in
1996 at the age of 18 for creating the popular mp3 player applicationWinamp. Leaving uni-
versity soon after, he associated with Tom Pepper to create a company called Nullsoft and to
develop Shoutcast, an application for setting up Internet radio stations inexpensively. The
unique combination of Winamp and Shoutcast caught the attention of AOL, one of the
biggest ISPs of the time, who bought Nullsoft in 1999 and kept the founding team on board.
When Frankel came across Napster, as an expert in online music, he was fascinated by
it, but he also understood the problem of keeping a centralized database while faced with a
combative and piracy-concerned music industry (Kushner, 2004). His response to Napster
was a P2P network called Gnutella, which he started together with Pepper as a pet project
inside Nullsoft. Besides opening the scheme to non-mp3 files too, the most significant in-
novation was that Gnutella completely got rid of the centralized server, making it impossi-
ble to shut down. In this new network there were to be only nodes that would talk to one
another and that would collaboratively find the files requested. It was thus a real P2P net-
work where only one type of software was needed, at the same time client and server. This
new architecture matched both his hackeristic views and his knowledge about the music
distribution industry:
“Napster was a company built on people doing things that are illegal. That’s wrong (...)
I decided to take thewind out ofNapster’s sails (...) I would not be getting anymoney from
it. I’d be giving power to people, and what can be wrong with that?” (Kushner, 2004).
In March 2000 Frankel and Pepper posted an early version of the program on the web
page of Nullsoft, but they were required almost immediately by their management to re-
move it. At that time AOL was in merger talks with Time Warner, a music and media cor-
poration that had sued Napster for Copyright infringement and that did not appreciate this
new piece of software. Thus, the original Gnutella was only allowed to live for a few hours
in Nullsoft’s servers, although enough time to spread the idea and raise the interest of other
hackers that would continue with the project within the open source community and re-
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8. By May 2000, 7 months after the launch of Napster, there were in the SourceForge website up to 19 open source projects
to develop various Napster clients and also a Napster like server http://web.archive.org/web/20000511171541/http://open-
nap.sourceforge.net/ (last checked 3/10/10).
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lease a protocol specification known as Gnutella 0.4, which became the official reference for
those who started to develop Gnutella applications.
The specification stated that the nodes of the Gnutella network were to be called servents
(SERVers + cliENTS), and that there would be no hierarchy among them. A servent would
join the network by connecting to one or more existing servents. Then, when a servent
wanted to look for specific content in the network, it would send a query to all the servents
it was connected to and who, in their turn, would also send it to all servents they were con-
nected to, etc. If a servent recognized that it had the content requested available, it would
send a message back with its contact details, and this message would be routed backwards
in the opposite way it had been transmitted in first place. File exchange between a servent
that had launched the request and the one that had replied positively would take place out
of the Gnutella network using a direct one-to-one http connection.
The choice to route the query messages back and forth through the network was a way
to send the queries in an anonymous way, without sender identification, and thus protect-
ed from eavesdropping and potential legal action. Nevertheless, this technological choice
was rather controversial. As soon as Gnutella started to be deployed, users realized that it
was much slower than Napster. As Ripeanu and Foster (2001) noticed in their measure-
ments of Gnutella network, the combination of queries and overhead traffic mushroomed
as soon as the number of hosts grew, slowing down the overall performance and user expe-
rience, and even blocking those peers who were accessing the network using a dial-up mo-
dem and did not have enough bandwidth available.
Delio (2000) describes the atmosphere of those days, where several developers dis-
agreed on the implementation choices for Gnutella. Despite the interest from the hacker
community for a completely decentralized network, the technical problems and the entre-
preneurs looking for the next big commercial success drove the development towards a
more hierarchical structure. For instance, a now defunct company named Clip2 built an ap-
plication which was a Gnutella “super peer” that hid traffic from some servents. Clip2
ceased operations in mid-2001, but the idea of two types of nodes persisted and was taken
by version 0.6 of the protocol that was introduced in 2002 (Klingberg & Manfredi, 2002).
Thus, starting from this version, Gnutella distinguished between two kinds of peers: leaf
nodes and ultra peers. Leaf nodes were just connected to one or more ultra peers, whereas ul-
tra peers had connections to both leaf nodes and other ultra peers, and were responsible for
routing queries and keeping the network alive. The decision for a peer to operate in one or
the other mode was taken dynamically, and therefore the same software client was used for
both types of nodes.
In either version of the protocol the network lacked central control, as its creators had
carefully engineered in order to avoid legal action from the music industry and other copy-
right holders. Their approach was successful against the first wave of lawsuits like the one
that ended up closing Napster. However, it would not stand up against the industry’s change
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of tactics, which moved from targeting P2P companies to the actual users. In 2002 the RIAA
started asking the ISPs for the names of the subscribers behind file exchanges, and even filed
a suit against the American ISP Verizon that had refused to collaborate alleging a breach of
confidentiality. In a parallel action, several lobbies of the industry jointly addressed more
than 2,300 higher education institutions in the United States urging them to collaborate in
stopping file sharing across their networks and eventually, the first law suits against indi-
viduals were filed in September 2003.
KazAa and the FastTrack network
Despite the prominence of American companies and individuals, P2P was not only an
American phenomenon. Niklas Zennström and Janus Friis, two young Europeans and for-
mer employees from the Swedish low cost telecommunication services provider Tele2, were
responsible for writing an important chapter in P2P history.
In 1999, while living in Amsterdam and looking for ideas to start up their own compa-
ny, they heard about Napster. Roth (2004), in an article after an interview with them, recalls
that Zennström had been frustrated about having to buy network capacity for his ISP in or-
der to cope with the traffic imbalance caused by too many Europeans downloading and
streaming content from servers in the United States. Thus, the idea of P2P and users shar-
ing content among themselves caught on in their minds, and they decided to create a net-
work where users could exchange any kind of content.
Zennström and Friis invested their own money and hired a team of programmers in Esto-
nia with whom they had had relations through Tele2. In barely 4 months the team developed
a protocol which they called FastTrack that had three major advantages over Napster. Firstly,
it supported exchanging all kind of files and not only mp3s; secondly it did not require a big
farm of computers that grew exponentially with the number of users; and thirdly, it could re-
sume file downloads that were interrupted by locating another peer that had the same file.
Although the details of the protocol are a company secret, some parts of it have been de-
scribed (Ding et al., 2005). FastTrack can be classified as somewhere between Napster with
its centralized search and the completely decentralized Gnutella. The protocol is based on
two types of nodes: standard nodes and supernodes, which were the equivalent of ultra peers
in Gnutella version 0.6. In the same fashion as Gnutella, the network is difficult to shut
down, as the peers work independently from a central server.
Zennström and Friis licensed the protocol to two companies that generated their own
clients and P2P networks, Grokster and iMesh. Additionally, the FastTrack creators also
launched their own network, called KaZaA, with its own client program. Each of these net-
works worked according to the same protocol, but were incompatible with one another. As
for their business model, all three used client software with targeted advertising, which
proved controversial among users and triggered some reverse engineering hacker projects
to deactivate this feature.
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FastTrack networks became the most popular P2P networks during 2003 and 2004. In
a longitudinal measurement study, Karagiannis et al. (2003) observed the dominance of
FastTrack over all the other P2P protocols, and Liang et al. (2004) reported that on any giv-
en day in 2004 there were 3 million users in the KaZaA network -the most popular of the
three- and refer to sources that measured FastTrack traffic to be 76% of all P2P traffic in the
Internet.
FastTrack’s success was another blow for the media industry that initiated a new set of
legal actions against the different parties involved in these networks. Even if the lack of a
central server made FastTrack in theory less vulnerable than Napster, the three companies
Grokster, iMesh and KaZaA were sued by the media industry in the United States. Of the
three, Grokster decided to fight and lost, being forced to close by the Supreme Court in
2005. iMesh reached a settlement, which allowed it to continue operating by distributing
files protected with Digital Rights Management (DRM) technologies9, and KaZaA decided to
ignore the legal actions for a certain time, on the basis that they were not operating under
United States’ jurisdiction. Thus, the industry also sued the KaZaA companies in their home
countries, but the European side of the case provedmore difficult for them, as the legal texts
were different than in the United States, and neither the Dutch nor the Estonian courts
found any of the accused parties guilty. However, by the time the sentences were ready,
Zennström and Friis had already moved on to their new venture, the P2P telephony opera-
tor Skype, after selling KaZaA to an obscure Australian company incorporated in Vanuatu,
Sharman Networks, that would eventually sign a settlement with the industry.
Structured Overlay Networks
The networks described so far, even when functionally very different, share a common ap-
proach to solving the problem of sharing files in a large network. They all start from the
point of view of the downloader, and proceed as follows: first they look for the content they
want to download, and then they contact the peer that hosts the file and request it. The un-
derlying assumption is that files are available in an unstructured way in the network, and
that they first need to be found before they can be downloaded.
Nevertheless, this approach is not the only one to solving the downloading problem.
Soon after P2P gained interest from the public, different groups at universities and other re-
search institutions started to make proposals for new network architectures. A distinctive
set of solutions correspond to structured networks like Pastry (Rowstron and Druschel,
2001), Tapestry (Zhao et al., 2001), CAN (Ratnasamy et al., 2001) or Chord (Stoica et al.,
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9. DRMs are a set of technologies that impose limitations on the use of digital content, for example by restricting reproduction
to one specific device or during a limited period of time. Their use is controversial, and is highly criticized by organizations like the
Free Software Foundation or the Electronic Frontier Foundation. Content distribution companies like Apple Corporation have
now abandoned these techniques for music files, although they keep using them for other types of files.
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2001). All these implementations share in common the fact that files are stored in a pre-
dictable way in the network, and that every node that contains files is identified with a cer-
tain key that relates directly to the file it contains. The correspondence between files and lo-
cations is kept through a Distributed Hash Table (DHT). As follows from this term, these
algorithms are distributed, and thus do not have a central server that can be switched off.
They are also based in hash functions, which can generate unique signatures per files.
Due to their complexity and limitations in handling queries and the dynamic behavior
of users that join and leave the network (Taylor & Harrison, 2009), these networks were
never very popular as a stand alone. Nevertheless, their techniques were later incorporated
by other P2P networks, reaching some success as part of bigger systems. The most success-
ful of these was Kademlia, a network proposed by two researchers at New York University,
Maymounkov andMazières (2002), which was later to be included in variants of eMule and
BitTorrent protocols.
Mojo Nation
Mojo Nation is a failed P2P network that we are including here both as an example of the
multidirectional development of the technology and also because of the influence it had on
the future of P2P networks. It was the creation of Jim McCoy, a veteran of the Internet that
left his job at Yahoo in May 2000 to start a company that he called Autonomous Zone In-
dustries —the name being a reference to a novel by the anarchist author Hakim Bey— and
develop his own P2P network. With a powerful libertarian inspiration (Cave 2000), McCoy
defined his software as “a cross between Napster and eBay” (McCullagh, 2000), although it
also compares to Freenet10, which seems to have started as a simultaneous development
with no connection between the two projects. He used his own money to finance his ven-
ture, but failed to raise new rounds of capital, and eventually went out of business in the
year 2002 in what seemed a combination of lack of funding, not enough users, and bigger
than anticipated technical issues.
As a network, Mojo Nation represented an important milestone in the development of
P2P technologies, with distinctive features arising directly from McCoy’s ideology11. One of
the most important differences with other P2P networks was that files were not directly
shared from the publishing peer’s computer, but rather split, distributed and replicated
through other computers of the network. In this way, when a P2P user wanted to retrieve
one file from the network, the file would not just come from only one place but from sever-
al, and it would need to be reassembled before it could be used. This technique was known
as swarming, and was conceived in order to make content available even after the origina-
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10. We will discuss Freenet later on.
11. A technical description of the protocol was available at the Mojo Nation site: http://web.archive.org/web/20020127125928/
www.mojonation.net/docs/technical_overview.shtml (last checked 3/10/10).
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tors turned their machine off, providing the possibility of round-the-clock trading and mar-
ket liquidity. Nevertheless, swarming also had a positive side effect with a dramatic im-
provement in download speed, allowing the network to get over the upload throughput
limitations. In a traditional point to point connection between two residential users, the up-
loader was very likely to have more severe limitations in the uploading speed, either be-
cause of the asymmetry of ADSL technology, or simply because of ISP-imposed limitations.
By using swarming, the downloader could combine several uploaders at their maximum
speed until the combination reached the maximum download throughput.
As regards the conflict with music and media industries, McCoy also foresaw several
mechanisms which he thought would keep him safe from being sued. Firstly, the search
function was outsourced to users that were willing to run file trackers and get credit for that.
So, at least in theory, Autonomous Zone Industries could not be liable for providing a serv-
ice like Napster. Secondly, in the event that a content creator reported a violation of copy-
right, McCoy’s company could mark the blocks in the network related to that file as bad
blocks, and effectively stop the sharing of that file. And thirdly, he also foresaw a “tipping”
mechanism by which users could make a donation to the content creators. As part of his vi-
sion, he expected that the music labels would publish using his network and be financed
with the donations from downloaders (Cave, 2000).
With all its complexity, Mojo Nation attracted quite a lot of interest of the media in the
year 2000, but the network never really took off. Nevertheless, some of its ideas were taken
up by Bram Cohen, an employee of Autonomous Zone Industries that left the company in
2001 to start his personal project, the BitTorrent P2P client.
BitTorrent
BitTorrent constitutes another important landmark in P2P evolution, both due to its wide-
spread success and to the acceptance (albeit partial) of the music and movie industries. Its
protocol was created by Bram Cohen, a hacker who in the same tradition as Fanning and
Frankel also dropped out of college during the 1990’s , although he only reached notoriety
at the age of 26 when he created BitTorrent (Berfield, 2008).
Cohen left Mojo Nation not with the idea of starting a company, but rather to develop a
project that would give him personal satisfaction and that would suit his hackeristic values.
As he expressed in an interview in 2005 after working for several start-ups that went bank-
rupt, he just wanted to write something for himself in his own way and give it away for free:
“You get so tired of having your work die. I just wanted to make something that people
would actually use” (quoted in Thompson, 2005).
BitTorrent initially became popular among Linux fans, who used the program to share
and download Linux distributions, and it progressively gained acceptance among other
types of users. CacheLogic, a consultancy firm that provided services for ISPs, estimated
based on real Internet traffic measurements that between January and June 2004 BitTor-
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rent’s share of P2P traffic rose from 26% to 53% worldwide, whereas Fastrack descended
from 46% to 19% in the same period12. In a second study a few months later they reported
that BitTorrent was responsible for 30% of all Internet traffic at the end of 200413.
From its beginnings, the project was completely open source, non-commercial, coordi-
nated by Cohen himself, and allowed for alternative software clients written by other par-
ties. However, by the end of 2004, Cohen decided to start a company using venture capital
to exploit the protocol success. Faithful to his hackeristic approach, Cohen then separated
the source code availability from his own commercial enterprise, which meant moving the
BitTorrent project from his personal web page to two new ones: www.bittorrent.org for the
protocol development and evolution, and www.bittorrent.com, for BitTorrent Inc.
Bittorrent.org defines BitTorrent as a “free speech tool” that enables content to be pub-
lished at low cost using cooperative distribution, and uses the motto “give and ye shall re-
ceive!”14. From this declaration we can extract two key ideas that are embedded in the proto-
col. First, BitTorrent was designed to share and to publish, rather than to download, and
whatever didn’t fit in this use was stripped out of the basic form of the protocol. This even
goes to the extreme of not providing any centralized or distributed content searchmechanism
that could appeal to downloaders. Peers need to contact a tracker —the original publishing
peer— for a specific file and they will be instructed on where to find other peers that are
downloading the same file. The location of the tracker and of the content it hosts is handled
outside the protocol, typically through a simple searchwith an Internet browser or sometimes
through more sophisticated methods like DHTs established by the P2P application.
The second key idea is the motto “Give and ye shall receive”. Being designed as a tool for
publishers, it follows that those who need to pay a price in terms of computing power and
bandwidth are the receiving peers. So, the protocol forces the downloaders to share among
themselves and makes free riding virtually impossible.
The general behavior of the protocol is described in a paper by Cohen (2003). The most
significant architectural element is the splitting of files into smaller blocks, an idea he bor-
rowed from Mojo Nation’s swarming distribution. Thus, as a tracker begins publishing a
file, it sends different blocks to the peers that approach it and then, since each peer receives
a different block, peers can start sharing the pieces they already have without the need to
contact the tracker. Combining this feature with the forced upload results in faster file dis-
tribution as more users try to download the same file. This particular feature makes the pro-
tocol particularly well suited for distributing popular files.
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12. http://web.archive.org/web/20061104200853/www.cachelogic.com/home/pages/studies/2004_09.php (last checked
3/10/10).
13. http://web.archive.org/web/20061018024808/www.cachelogic.com/home/pages/studies/2005_06.php (last checked
3/10/10).
14. http://www.bittorrent.org/introduction.html (last checked 3/10/10).
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BitTorrent seems to provide an elegant technological solution to the debate for all the
different parties. Coming from the world of hackers, it suits those who want to share. “Give
and ye shall receive” is part of the hacker culture, and therefore this group feels at ease with
this implementation. But BitTorrent also suits users more focused on downloading than in
sharing. The improved download speeds are an advantage that arguably moved users away
from FastTrack and other networks to BitTorrent. Finally, the separation of the search func-
tion from the file sharing itself is an architectural change that suits both the content
providers and the P2P entrepreneurs. For the content providers, the technology now be-
comes neutral. Thus, they will not sue the technology developers this time, but the sharers
that make unauthorized content available. Regarding the P2P entrepreneurs, they were lib-
erated from the tedious task of developing a closed-garden proprietary software. By using
commoditized standard software, a new generation of entrepreneurs focused on launching
websites that offer search services like The Pirate Bay or Mininova, financed by advertising.
These sites became the new target of the media industry, that tried to have the sites closed
or banned using their legal arm.
eDonkey, eMule and the eDonkey2000 network
eDonkey was the original creation of Jed McCaleb, a UC Berkeley dropout who combined
working as a programmer in the Bay area with his own software projects, often released as
shareware. When he discovered Napster, he was so taken by the idea of summing up indi-
vidual computers to make a “massive hard drive” (Healey, 2005) that he quit his job and de-
cided to start writing his own competing application.
McCaleb’s network was based on clients and servers, like the original Napster, although
he proposed replacing Napster’s central server with independent servers that could special-
ize in specific types of content, and would thus allow for faster and more targeted searches.
However, what he did not foresee was that many operators would link their servers to cre-
ate one large server network that was to be known as eDonkey2000 (ed2k), and that trans-
formed the architecture of the network into something similar to Gnutella 0.6 or FastTrack.
Another improvement he devised was a simple swarming mechanism, which he thought
would be a way to accelerate the download of big (heavy) files -hence the name Donkey.
In 2001 McCaleb incorporated a company called Metamachine, and a few months later
was joined by Sam Yagan, a Harvard graduate and young entrepreneur. McCaleb continued
in charge of the technical developments while Yagan took care of the business side.
As eDonkey started to gain in popularity, its story was similar to that of KaZaA and the
other FastTrack companies. As a way of getting some revenue they offered two P2P client
applications, one free with advertising, and one premium that was advertising-free but had
to be purchased. However, this did not please a number of users, and a team led by a hack-
er named Hendrik Breitkreuz decided to create an open source and improved client for
Windows, which they called eMule.
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In 2005, ed2k was reported by Sandvine15 as the most popular P2P network in some Eu-
ropean countries, including 72% of all file sharing in Germany and 80% in France, while
BitTorrent was already more popular in the United States and the United Kingdom. How-
ever, Metamachine eventually got into trouble with the copyright industry, and despite at-
tempts to reach an agreement for distributing copyrighted material, they were forced out of
business in 2006 and stopped maintaining the eDonkey client.
WhenMetamachine ceased operations, eMule was already a mature and popular project
able to work in the e2dk network. Furthermore, it had been extended with support for a
DHT based network, which means that although some content was still residing in dedi-
cated servers, many files resided in a decentralized structured network. eMule continues to
be used to this date, and its web page reports that the program has been downloaded more
than 417 million times16. The protocol is slower than BitTorrent, though it is still preferred
by many users who find a wider selection of older material for downloading that is not eas-
ily found in many Torrent sites17.
Content distribution P2P platforms
Although the music, movie and gaming industries have traditionally shown strong opposition
to P2P networks, they too have experimentedwith this technology at different stages. As part of
the judiciary or extra-judiciary agreements with some networks like iMesh or KaZaA, they
asked the latter to start distributing DRM-protected files, but this didn’t succeed. In a develop-
ment of this strategy, the main Hollywood studios cut a deal in 2006 with BitTorrent Inc in
order to create the Torrent Entertainment Network, a content distribution network that com-
bined free files with for-rent and for-sale premiumones, all distributed using the BitTorrent pro-
tocol. This network was not a commercial success, and ended up closing in December 2008.
Other experiments were carried out by broadcasters like the UK based British Broadcast-
ing Corporation (BBC) and British Sky Broadcasting (BSkyB) using proprietary P2P technol-
ogy from a company called Kontiki in combination with DRM. This technology creates man-
aged networks that only allow authorized content to be injected by the broadcaster andmove
control away from the users. BBC’s iPlayer, running on this technology, was maintained be-
tween 2005 and the end of 2008, when BBC replaced it with http-based video streaming soft-
ware after complaints about excessive bandwidth consumption both from users and ISPs18.
In 2010 Sky also replaced its Sky Player application with a browser based service.
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15. http://www.sandvine.com/news/pr_detail.asp?ID=88 (last checked, 3/10/10). Sandvine is a company that provides serv-
ices for managing Internet traffic to ISPs, and therefore has access to real life data of its customers.
16. http://www.emule-project.net/home/perl/general.cgi?l=1&rm=download (last checked 3/10/10).
17. http://sharereactor.com/faq/ (last checked 3/10/10).
18. See http://crave.cnet.co.uk/software/0,39029471,49291924,00.htm (last checked 3/10/10) and http://news.bbc.co.uk/
2/hi/technology/7336940.stm (last checked 3/10/10).
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Darknets and anonymous P2P networks
Darknets and anonymous P2P networks represent another attempt by file sharers to go un-
derground in the face of growing opposition to P2P usage. We can define a darknet as a pri-
vate computer network where all the users know and trust each other and can be used to ex-
change files and messages confidentially inside the group. Biddle et al. (2002) connect these
networks with the tradition of copying music tapes and computer programs with family and
friends, and argue that darknet-based P2P networks will play an important role in the future
as an easy way to exchange copyrighted material with no risk of being prosecuted.
These networks are typically designed for groups of up to 50 users, all of them sharing
the same public encryption key and being able to access all the shareable content of all the
other users. They do not need a central server, and due to their size they are good at locat-
ing popular content of common interest for its users, but not rare files outside the small
world they represent.
Perhaps the most popular darknet to date is WASTE, an open source project created in
2003 by the P2P hacker Justin Frankel, also creator of the original Gnutella. As in the case
of Gnutella, he chose to publish his program in the webpage of Nullsoft, once again infuri-
ating its parent company AOL Time Warner, which requested the program to be removed
immediately. The program as well as some variants of it continues to live in the open source
community Sourceforge.
Whereas darknets are useful in small world scenarios, they are not scalable and therefore
lack some of the advantages of the more conventional P2P networks. As an alternative, there
is a growing number of networks that are being developed with the ambition of becoming
a large, anonymous P2P network. A number of these derive from an anonymous protocol
called Onion Routing that was originally developed by a group of researchers in the US
Navy (Goldschlag et al., 1999). Examples of them are Tor and I2P.
An alternative network is Freenet, a project that grew out of a paper written by the Irish-
man Ian Clarke while he was a final year student at the University of Edinburgh (Clarke,
1999). Freenet is a decentralized network that allows sharing, not only of files, but also of
web pages, e-mail and notice board messages in a completely anonymous way. After gradu-
ating in 1999, Clarke continued the development as an open source project, inviting other
hackers to collaborate.
Freenet presents striking technical similarities with Mojo Nation, although it is general-
ly slow and the contents shared can get lost and are not guaranteed to be found again.
Freenet was conceived as a non-commercial tool to promote freedom of speech and defense
of democracy by ensuring that “the government cannot control its population’s ability to
share information, to communicate”19. The project is still under development, but the net-
work is fully usable and its creators have made efforts to make it available to the peoples of
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China, Iran, and other countries notorious for government Internet monitoring practices.
As per the copyright conflict, Clarke is very assertive: “You cannot guarantee freedom
of speech and enforce copyright law,” and therefore, Freenet “must prevent enforcement of
copyright”20.
Another network that reached some notoriety was MUTE, an open source project de-
veloped in 2004 by the independent programmer Jason Roher. Roher conceived his net-
work as a form of social activism against the tactics of the RIAA, “encouraging people to
break an unjust law as a form of social protest” (Wen, 2004).
Roher’s P2P client program created a decentralized anonymous network based on the
Gnutella 0.4 protocol. Besides encrypting all the file communications to avoid eavesdrop-
ping, his main contribution was masking the IP addresses of the participant computers and
avoiding direct computer-to-computer connections for download. His rationale was that
RIAA lawsuits started with the IP address of a computer, which was enough to discover the
name and address of the sharer.
Conclusion
The historical evolution of P2P we have outlined does not follow a simple linear path to-
wards more efficient or horizontal ways of sharing files through the Internet: it resembles
more the so-called multidirectional model proposed by constructivist accounts of technol-
ogy (Pinch & Bijker, 1987). Many forces and actors with different and sometimes conflict-
ing interests have had a role in shaping P2P networks. In particular, the controversy that has
developed around music and film downloading and its very evolution from the so-called
copyright wars to a broader societal debate on cultural production and access to it has been
one of the key features in triggering most of the technical innovations we have analyzed.
Designers of most P2P networks share a very similar profile: young, visionary and tech-
nologically savvy people who understood the potential uses of P2P networks and in a very
entrepreneurial way tried to create new forms of business with them. Most of them showed
an ambiguous ideological stand fluctuating between utilitarian and romantic individualism;
a trend that has also shaped the evolving, and sometimes messy, ethos of the Internet
(Streeter, 2011, 113). But as entrepreneurs, they also had different approaches to creation
of value and business models. In general, the early experiences suffered from the dot com
bubble illness that Porter (2001) describes as “applying creative accounting in the form of
dubious performance metrics such as number of visitors or unique users”. This was the case
of Napster, which was offered completely free, with no advertising in the client application,
and never managed to articulate a way in which it could make any profit, yet still managed
to raise several rounds of funding (Ante, 2000a). Other entrepreneurs tried to be a bit more
explicit about their plans for creating a profit. For example, KaZaA, whose founders already
20. http://freenetproject.org/philosophy.html (last checked 3/10/10).
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had significant business experience, created not only a complex legal structure engineered
to escape legal prosecution, but also included advertising in the client application based on
analyzing users’ search patterns, technology licensing, and support for downloading paying
content with embedded DRM mechanisms.
When the tasks of searching and sharing were separated, P2P entrepreneurs focused on
providing their services around the search function, whereas the sharing and the protocol
part became a commodity which did not allow for economic value creation. However, this
shift did not change the problems with the copyright holders, who continued to sue the en-
trepreneurs behind sites like Demonoid, Mininova or The Pirate Bay.
In fact, the dramatic court battle and eventual closure of Napster signaled very clearly to
the creators-to-be of P2P networks that a centralized network was not legally viable any-
more. Thus, with a few early exceptions, all the other subsequent networks moved towards
various decentralized architectures. The early Gnutella represented a swing towards an egal-
itarian and completely flat network, which corresponded as well to the ideological views of
hackers like Frankel, who believed that everybody should be sharing information on equal
terms. However, some sort of centralized management was still required by entrepreneurs
that wanted to control the technology in order to obtain revenues to capitalize their invest-
ments. The first proposal to include advertising in the P2P client, though, proved not to be
a lasting one. Even if KaZaA and eDonkey worked with advertising for some time, both saw
alternative advertising-free applications get developed by hackers that eventually replaced
the official ones.
All in all, the controversy has seen an extraordinary use of very diverse strategies by the dif-
ferent sides and actors, on a global level and unprecedented scales, in order to impose their
views. These strategies have been aimed at establishing particular interpretations of the tech-
nology involved and thus forcing specific uses (or non-uses) of it. Some of the actions have
been addressed to change the context of use—as in the legal prosecution of users or P2P com-
panies and the involvement of political institutions; others have taken a semiotic character in
order to impose negative meanings on opponents —as in the use of concepts such as ‘pirate’,
‘mafia’21 or ‘terrorist’22— in order to discredit them. However, most notably, some strategies
have been aimed at building particular meanings and values into the very technical design in
order to compel users to follow them in amore implicit and subtle way—as in the changes in-
troduced in BitTorrent, the DRM systems, or the swarming mechanisms in Mojo Nation. This
move echoes the inscription process described by actor-network scholars (Latour, 1992 ) and
proves to be a more solid and lasting strategy to achieve change.Whether the next chapters of
this controversy will be written in legal or software code remains to be seen.
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21. The terms mafia and MAFIAA, a parody acronym for a hypothetical Music And Film Industries Association of America, are
used widely on the Internet by supporters of free sharing of media files.
22. Jack Valenti, president of the MPAA: “We’re fighting our own terrorist war” (Harmon 2002).
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